Influence of temperature and pressure on shape and shift of impurity optical bands in polymer glasses.
The shape, broadening, and shift of optical absorption spectra of molecular impurity centers in polymer glasses are considered in terms of inhomogeneous energy distributions and coupling of electronic transitions to vibrations. Persistent spectral hole burning was applied for frequency-selective probing of zero-phonon lines. The shift and broadening of spectral holes were studied between 5 and 50 K and by applying a hydrostatic He gas pressure up to 200 bar. Broadband absorption spectra were recorded between 5 and 300 K in poly(methyl methacrylate) and polyethylene. In addition to "normal" thermal broadening, due to the first- and second-order electron phonon coupling, several narrowing components were predicted on the basis of frequency dependent hole behavior. Thermal expansion of the matrix and the relaxation of local strains, previously accumulated on cooling below the glass temperature can lead to shrinking of the inhomogeneous width. A Voigt treatment of absorption band shapes reveals that the Gaussian component can indeed suffer remarkable narrowing. Inhomogeneous band shapes and the frequency-dependent thermal and baric line shifts were rationalized with the aid of a pair of two-body Lennard-Jones potentials. The shift of potential well minima is a crucial factor influencing solvent shifts, inhomogeneous band shapes, pressure shift coefficients, and quadratic electron phonon coupling constants.